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proactive/reactive pattern, 116–118
problem-thinking/problem-solving
described, 25–26
disadvantages of, 299
facilitation versus, 218
outcome thinking versus, 26–27, 299
refoaming versus, 25–26
procedures/options pattern, 126–128
product and service development, 240
Professional Guild of NLP Web site, 337
publications
Anchor Point magazine, 337
Communicating Strategy, 342
Consult Yourself, 342
Encyclopedia of Systemic NLP and NLP New Coding, 316, 336
Metaphors in Mind, 235, 236
Modeling with NLP, 306
NLP Weekly (online magazine), 338
Presenting Magically, 340
Rapport magazine, 336
Resource Magazine, 337
Self-Coaching Leadership, 341
Successful Selling with NLP, 340
Tools for Dreamers, 341
Training with NLP, 341
The Unfair Advantage, 342
Visionary Leadership Skills, 339
Words that Change Minds, 338, 340
punctuality, 32
purpose
defining, 280–281
of goals (outcomes), 287
misaligned, 284
quantifiers, universal, 189
questions. See also clean questions
coaching and, 224–230
for developing outcomes (goals), 231–232
Meta Model, 225–228
precision, 225–228
tag, 189
quotes, using, 190
rapport. See also matching; mirroring;
pacing and leading; relationships
breaking, 106–107
building, 91–100
coaching with, 218
communication mediums and, 102–106
described, 16–17, 31, 87, 88, 332
giving feedback and, 205–206
with groups, 100–101, 313–314
identifying, 89–90, 91, 96
importance of, 87
listening and watching for, 91, 92
matching and mirroring others, 92–96, 101
metaprograms and, 112–113
one to one, 90–100
pacing and leading, 91, 98–100
success created through, 88–89
in telephone conversations, 103–105
Rapport magazine, 336
reactive/proactive pattern, 116–118
Realist phase, 319, 320
recruiting employees. See also employees
challenges of, 303
with general/specific metaprogram
patterns, 114–115
hiring the right people for the job,
123, 130, 325–326
with options/procedures patterns, 127
with toward/away-from pattern, 119–120
referential indices, unspecified,
187, 195, 229
rehearsing
outcomes, 220, 295, 296
success in giving feedback, 204–205
relationship-oriented metaprogram,
63–64, 112
reframing. See also choice
defined, 26
to manage emotions, 166–168
problem-thinking versus, 25–26
...
relationships. See also difficult relationships; rapport building, 24, 31–32, 205
managing, 158
need for, 24
sensitivity to others, 14
understanding others and, 28–29
remote control technique, emotional, 169–170
representational systems (rep systems). See also VAK (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic) patterns
adapting to others, 80, 81
coaching others’ about, 222–224
identifying, 72, 78, 81–83, 222
physiological clues to, 79–80
preferred system, 72, 73
words and phrases indicating, 78
reprogramming the mind for success, 10
Resource Magazine, 337
resources. See also publications; Web sites
people have all the resources they need, 44–45, 138
respect and trust, building, 92
response-behaviour cycle, 56–57
responsibility
abdicating, 229–230
for communication, 43–44, 57
for goals (outcomes), 290–291

sameness/difference pattern, 122–126
Satir, Virginia (psychotherapist), 13
second perceptional position, 240, 241, 243, 244
self-awareness, 14, 28, 158
Self-Coaching Leadership (McLeod), 341
self-management, 158
self-motivation, 199
self-talk (talking to yourself)
eye movement for, 76
imperatives, caution for using, 229
managing emotions through, 137, 175–176
memory submodalities, 175–176
to motivate and empower yourself, 199
positive talk, 137
selling, 240

tables. See also representational systems (rep systems); VAK (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic) patterns
appealing to all, 86
expanding, 27–29
gustatory (taste), 78–79, 168
identifying your VAK patterns, 72–73
memories recreated through, 70, 168
sensory-specific words, 78–79
understanding others’, 28–29
value of, 20, 24, 27–28, 69–70
vision tapping into, 254–255
ways of using, 71–72
sensitivity to others, 14
sensory-specific thinking. See also representational systems (rep systems); VAK (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic) patterns
benefits of using, 261
described, 62
in face-to-face communications, 82
as filtering system, 62
vision statement using, 254–255
Seymour, John (Training with NLP), 341
shame, 161
Shephard, David (Presenting Magically), 340
‘should,’ 228–229, 290
silence, communicating through, 44
simple conjunctions, 188
simple deletions, 186, 194
skills. See also capabilities
interpersonal, enhancing, 15–17
modelling useful skills, 313–314
slogans, 197
SMART model, 288
smell (olfactory) sense. See also senses described, 168
words and phrases indicating, 78–79
social awareness, 158
social rituals, matching, 97
space, anchoring with, 150
specific/general metaprogram pattern, 114–116
speed of talking (voice tempo)
detecting rep systems and, 80, 83
matching, 94
pacing and leading with, 98–99
Index

stacked anchors, 145
stakeholders, 246–249
storytelling
  metaphorical stories, 190
  Milton Model, 190–191
  vision communicated through, 263–265
Strategies of Genius Volumes 1 and 2 (Dilts), 316
The Structure of Magic (Bandler and Grinder), 13
submodalities
  auditory, 171–172
  described, 168
  giving meaning to your memories, 169
  identifying distinctions in thinking, 308–309
  inner voice (self-talk), 175–176
  kinaesthetic, 172
  visual, 170–171
success. See also performance
  appreciating other perspectives, 32–33, 239
  assessing/noticing, 42, 334
  awareness of physical world, expanding, 27–29
  failure, reinterpreting as feedback, 32, 41–42, 43, 57
  future pacing, 147–148
  habitual patterns, changing, 30–31
  maintaining integrity and, 35–36
  problem-thinking versus outcome thinking, 25–27
  rapport creating, 88–89
  rehearsing, 204–205
  reprogramming the mind for, 10
  rooted in emotional intelligence, 158
  taking charge of your life and, 34–35
  well-formed outcomes for, 301–302
Successful Selling with NLP (O’Connor), 340
suppressing emotions, 137
surface structures
  communicating, 225
  Milton Model, 183–184
surprise, 143–144, 161
system, defined, 249

T

tag questions, 189
taking charge of your life, 34–35
talking to yourself (self-talk)
  eye movement for, 76
  imperatives, caution for using, 229
  managing emotions through, 137, 175–176
  memory submodalities, 175–176
  to motivate and empower yourself, 199
  positive talk, 137
task-oriented metaprogram, 63–64, 112
taste (gustatory) sense. See also senses
described, 168
  words and phrases indicating, 78–79
team members. See also groups
  developing pattern awareness, 222–224
  improving teamwork, 329
  shared outcomes for, 300–301
  team vision, developing, 256–260
teleconferences, 104, 105
telephone conversations
  clues about another person’s rep system, 82–83
  ending, with rapport, 107
television, 92
Test, Operate, Test, Exit (TOTE) model, 312–313
testing
  guess-and-test method, 131–132
  model of excellence, 312–313, 316
  ‘them,’ identifying, 229–230
therapy, NLP as, 15
thinking patterns. See also metaprograms;
  VAK (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic) patterns;
  specific patterns
  awareness of through coaching, 222–244
  changing habitual patterns, 30–31
  differences in, 32, 72
  giving feedback and, 206–207
  guided by your map of the world, 58
  matching, 95–96
  modelling, 308–310
  paying attention to, 23–24
  problem-thinking versus reframing, 25–26
  unconscious, 10
  understanding, 16
third perceptional position, 240, 241, 243
through-time perspectives, 33
time
  conflicting values regarding, 67
in-time versus through-time
  perspectives, 33
patterns of experiencing, 32–33
Tompkins, Penny
  Clean Space approach of, 230, 246
  The Developing Company, 338
discovering Clean Language, 236
Metaphors in Mind, 235, 236
tone of voice. See also self-talk (talking to
  yourself)
  changing, 47
importance in communication, 44, 54–55
  matching, 94–95
negative reactions to, 149
neutral, 218
physiology mismatched with, 85
Tools for Dreamers (Dilts and Epstein), 341
TOTE (Test, Operate, Test, Exit) model, 312–313
touch, anchoring with, 141
toward/away-from metaprogram, 119–122
training groups, 85–86
Training with NLP (O’Connor and
  Seymour), 341
trance
  described, 181
generating through language patterns,
  182–183
triggers
  identifying, 138–139, 143
  names as, 149
trust, building, 92
‘try,’ caution for using, 190, 192–193, 290

● U ●

uncertainty, 160
unconscious mind. See also mind
  on autopilot, 136
  engaging through Milton language, 188
giving negative instruction to, 193
rehearsing your outcomes and,
  220, 295, 296
  reprogramming, 10
  using trance to talk to, 181
The Unfair Advantage (Larkin), 342
unhappiness, 161
universal quantifiers, 189
University, NLP (Web site), 335–336
unspecified referential indices, 187, 195, 229
unspecified verbs, 187, 195

● V ●
vague language. See also deletions;
  distortions; generalisations; Milton
  Model
in advertising, 197
art of, 185–186, 194–199
breaking down, 194
described, 185
identifying and using, 194–196
influencing groups, 196, 197
Milton Erickson using, 180–181
in written communications, 198
VAK (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic)
  patterns. See also representational
  systems (rep systems); senses; specific
  patterns
adapting to others’ rep systems, 81
communicating one to one and, 81–83
identifying others’ patterns, 73–80
identifying your patterns, 72–73
influencing a group and, 83–86
language clues for, 78–79
physiological clues for, 79–80
used in training and teaching others,
  85–86
writing with, 72, 86
values
  acknowledging, 96–97
  changing, 278–279
conflicting, 66–67, 269
creating, 20
defined, 66, 278
energising, 66, 278
feedback regarding, 211
as filters, 66–67
generalisations maintaining, 61
higher-level, 268
identifying, 266
logical levels model, 211, 277–279
modelling, 311
as motivators/drivers of behaviour, 66
operating with, 268–269
other people and, 32
recognising and implementing, 269–270
sub-culture of, 66
verbs, unspecified, 187, 195
video/movie, running, 147–148, 314, 321
vision
action plan for, 265
beliefs and values role in, 266–270
collaborating on metaphors, 261
communicating and building
commitment, 260–266
creating, 20, 254–256
magnetising with metaphor, 255–256
sensory-specific, 254–255
storytelling used to communicate,
263–265
team members creating, 256–260
vision statement, 254, 255
Visionary Leadership Skills (Dilts), 339
Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic (VAK) patterns. See also representational systems (rep systems); senses; specific patterns
adapting to others’ rep systems, 81
communicating one to one and, 81–83
identifying others’ patterns, 73–80
identifying your patterns, 72–73
influencing a group and, 83–86
language clues for, 78–79
physiological clues to, 79–80
used in training and teaching others,
85–86
writing with, 72, 86
visual thinking. See also thinking patterns;
VAK (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic) patterns
described, 73
eye movement for, 74–75
in face-to-face communications, 82
matching another’s, 96
memory submodalities, 170–171
words and phrases indicating, 78
voice tempo (speed of talking)
detecting rep systems and, 80, 83
matching, 94
pacing and leading with, 98–99
voice tone. See also self-talk (talking to yourself)
changing, 47
importance in communication, 44, 54–55
matching, 94–95
negative reactions to, 149
neutral, 218
physiology mismatched with, 85

**W**

Walker, Caitlin (change facilitator), 257–259
Web sites
Anchor Point magazine, 337
Association for Neuro Linguistic Programming (ANLP), 336
The Clean Collection, 338
clean language, 236
Neuro Linguistic Psychotherapy & Counselling Association, 15
NLP conferences, 336–337
NLP Events, 337–338
NLP University, 335–336
NLP Weekly, 338
Professional Guild of NLP, 337
Resource Magazine, 337
well-formed outcomes, 20, 220, 288–294, 301–302
Woods, Tiger (golf pro), 304
words. See also language; vague language
‘always,’ caution for using, 189
anchoring with, 150
‘but,’ caution for using, 193, 207–208
‘can’t,’ caution for using, 191–192
‘don’t,’ caution for using, 193–194
‘everyone,’ caution for using, 189
generalisations using, 227
words (continued)
for gustatory (taste) sense, 78–79
‘have-to,’ caution for using, 228–229
matching, 95
modal operators, 189
‘must,’ caution for using, 228–229, 290
‘need-to,’ caution for using, 228–229
‘never,’ caution for using, 189
‘no one,’ caution for using, 189
for olfactory (smell) sense, 78–79
representational systems (rep systems)
  using, 78
sensory-specific, 82

‘should,’ 228–229, 290
slogans, 197
‘them,’ identifying, 229–230
‘try,’ caution for using, 190, 192–193, 290
universal quantifiers, 189
verbs, unspecified, 187, 195
Words that Change Minds (Charvet), 338, 340
writing
  vague language used for, 198
  VAK patterns used for, 72, 86
workload, choices in, 29